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Sleep disruption ranks among the most common complaints of breast cancer patients undergoing chemo-
therapy. Because of the complex interactions among cancer, treatment regimens, and life-history traits,
studies to establish a causal link between chemotherapy and sleep disruption are uncommon. To inves-
tigate how chemotherapy acutely influences sleep, adult female c57bl/6 mice were ovariectomized and
implanted with wireless biotelemetry units. EEG/EMG biopotentials were collected over the course of
3 days pre- and post-injection of 13.5 mg/kg doxorubicin and 135 mg/kg cyclophosphamide or the vehi-
cle. We predicted that cyclophosphamide + doxorubicin would disrupt sleep and increase central proin-
flammatory cytokine expression in brain areas that govern vigilance states (i.e., hypothalamus and
brainstem). The results largely support these predictions; a single chemotherapy injection increased
NREM and REM sleep during subsequent active (dark) phases; this induced sleep was fragmented and
of low quality. Mice displayed marked increases in low theta (5–7 Hz) to high theta (7–10 Hz) ratios fol-
lowing chemotherapy treatment, indicating elevated sleep propensity. The effect was strongest during
the first dark phase following injection, but mice displayed disrupted sleep for the entire 3-day duration
of post-injection sleep recording. Vigilance state timing was not influenced by treatment, suggesting that
acute chemotherapy administration alters sleep homeostasis without altering sleep timing. qPCR analysis
revealed that disrupted sleep was accompanied by increased IL-6 mRNA expression in the hypothalamus.
Together, these data implicate neuroinflammation as a potential contributor to sleep disruption after
chemotherapy.

� 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Substantial adverse effects are commonly reported following
the use of chemotherapy for the treatment of cancer (Hassett
et al., 2006; Lindley et al., 1999; Binkley et al., 2012). Among breast
cancer patients, cognitive impairments, fatigue, and sleep prob-
lems rank among the most commonly reported side effects influ-
encing quality of life (Vardy, 2009; Azim et al., 2011; Cella et al.,
2001; Wood et al., 2006; Jereczek-Fossa et al., 2002). Estimates
suggest that 75–96% of cancer patients suffer from chemother-
apy-induced fatigue (Vardy, 2009; Stone et al., 1998, 2000, 2003;
Knobf, 1986; Yellen et al., 1997), and fatigue and sleep distur-
bances are two of the most commonly recognized symptoms asso-
ciated with chemotherapy (Downie et al., 2006; Ashbury et al.,
1998; Bower et al., 2000; Byar et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2012). Sleep
and fatigue, though related, have unique behavioral and physiolog-
ical traits; disrupted sleep may contribute to fatigue or may occur
independently in response to chemotherapy (Ancoli-Israel, 2001).
Sleep is objectively assessed through actigraphy, which provides
information regarding total sleep time and wakefulness after sleep
onset, or polysomnography, which can provide additional informa-
tion about sleep stages. In contrast, fatigue is a subjective measure
that involves a sense of generalized tiredness, altered executive
functioning, and limb heaviness. Due to mainly logistical reasons,
studies dissociating fatigue, daytime sleepiness, and sleep disrup-
tion in chemotherapy patients have been sparse, and even less is
known about the effects of chemotherapy on sleep architecture.

Despite the high prevalence of sleep problems associated with
chemotherapy, the mechanism by which chemotherapeutics alter
vigilance states is not known. One possible explanation is that che-
motherapy-induced inflammation promotes sleep. Indeed, many
chemotherapeutic regimens initiate or exacerbate inflammation
(Sauter et al., 2011; van der Most et al., 2008; Mills et al., 2005;
Tsavaris et al., 2002; Pusztai et al., 2004; Penson et al., 2000),
and activation of p38 MAPK signaling by chemotherapeutics is
hypothesized to lead to downstream cytokine production and
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chemotherapy related side effects (Elsea et al., 2008; Wood et al.,
2006). Specifically, serum interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-8 (IL-8),
and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) concentrations
are elevated in patients following treatment with doxorubicin
and cyclophosphamide (Janelsins et al., 2012), a common chemo-
therapy regimen for breast cancer. There are several established
mechanisms through which the peripheral immune system can
influence the brain and subsequent behavior, including via the
direct transport of cytokines into the brain or communication of
immune status to the brain via the vagus nerve (Wilson et al.,
2002; Kelley et al., 2003; Ahles and Saykin, 2007). Many proinflam-
matory cytokines increase sleep and lethargy following peripheral
immune activation (Krueger et al., 2001, 2011; Opp, 2005). Previ-
ous studies have demonstrated that mice receiving doxorubicin,
cyclophosphamide, and 5-fluorouracil have increased central
inflammation and display a ‘fatigue’ phenotype (reduced voluntary
wheel running behavior) that progressively worsens with each
chemotherapy treatment (Weymann et al., 2014; Smith et al.,
2014). Because increased cytokine expression can exert direct
effects on sleep, in addition to fatigue, we assessed the acute
effects of chemotherapy on sleep and sleep propensity in the
present study. We hypothesized that chemotherapy alters sleep
parameters and central cytokine signaling. Because cancer patients
frequently report sleep disruption, we predicted that mice receiv-
ing chemotherapy would display increased sleep that is of poor
quality in conjunction with hypothalamic inflammation.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals

Adult (>8 weeks) female C57BL/6 mice were used in the present
study. Upon arrival to our laboratory, mice were group housed and
allowed to acclimate to a 14:10 light/dark schedule (Lights on:
0400 (ZT 0), Lights off: 1800 (ZT 14)). After one week of acclima-
tion, mice were ovariectomized and implanted with wireless tele-
meters (described below), and then individually housed in
polypropylene cages (27.8 � 7.5 � 13 cm) in sound-attenuating
ventilated cabinets maintained at 22 ± 2 �C for the duration of
the study. Body mass was measured immediately prior to trans-
mitter implantation, one day prior to injection, and at the conclu-
sion of the study. Post-surgery body masses were adjusted to
account for the added weight of the transmitter. Food, (Harlan–
Teklad No. 8640; Harlan Laboratories, Indianapolis, IN, USA), tap
water, and cotton nesting material were supplied ad libitum. This
study was conducted under approval of The Ohio State University
Institutional Animal Care Committee and procedures followed the
National Institutes of Health Guide for the Use and Care of Labora-
tory Animals and international ethical standards (Portaluppi et al.,
2010).
2.2. Ovariectomy and telemeter implantation

Following acclimation, mice were deeply anesthetized with iso-
flurane vapors (3% induction, 1.5% maintenance) and ovariecto-
mized and implanted with PhysioTel F20-EET biotelemetry
transmitters (Data Sciences International [DSI], St. Paul, MN, USA)
as described previously (Borniger et al., 2013; Ashley et al., 2012)
and according to manufacturer instructions (DSI EET Device Sur-
gery Manual). Briefly, following immobilization in a stereotaxic
apparatus, a midline incision from the posterior margin of the eyes
to midway between the scapulae was made. The skull was exposed
and cleaned, and two stainless steel screws (00�96 � 1/16; Plastics
One, Roanoke VA, USA) that would serve as cortical electrodes
were inserted through the skull to make contact with the dura
mater. One screw was placed 1 mm lateral to the sagittal suture
and 1 mm anterior to bregma while the second screw was placed
contralaterally 2 mm from the sagittal suture and 2 mm posterior
to Bregma. The transmitter itself was inserted into a subcutaneous
pocket along the back with biopotential leads oriented cranially. A
set of leads was attached to the screws and secured with dental
cement, while another set was inserted into the cervical trapezius
muscles for EMG measurement. The surgical procedures were per-
formed by an experienced surgeon using aseptic technique; bupr-
enorphine (0.05 mg/kg, SC) was administered to provide analgesia
and supplemental warmth was provided until the mice were
mobile following emergence from anesthesia. Baseline sleep
recordings began one week after transmitter implantation.

Following surgical implantation of the transmitter, each mouse
cage was placed on top of receiver boards (RPC-1; DSI) in their ori-
ginal ventilated cabinets. These boards relay telemetered data to a
data exchange matrix (DSI) and a computer running Dataquest
A.R.T. software (version 4.1; DSI, St. Paul, MN, USA).

2.3. Doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide administration

Following baseline recording, mice were individually brought
into an adjacent procedure room, positioned in conical restraint
tubes, and injected intravenously (tail vein) with a cocktail of
13.5 mg/kg doxorubicin and 135 mg/kg cyclophosphamide in sal-
ine (hereafter referred to as ‘chemo’) or saline vehicle. This adju-
vant drug cocktail is commonly used for the treatment of breast
cancer. Chemotherapeutic dosing was derived from 75% of the
human equivalent dose using a body surface area equation
(Reagan-Shaw et al., 2007). A chemical hygiene plan, approved
by OSU Environmental Health and Safety, was implemented to
minimize the risk of human exposure to the chemotherapy drugs
and their metabolites.

2.4. Experimental time-course

Baseline EEG and EMG signals were recorded for 3 days prior to
chemotherapy administration. At ZT 7.5 on the third day of base-
line recording, mice were individually brought into an adjacent
procedure room, restrained in conical tubes, and administered a
cocktail of intravenous (tail vein) doxorubicin/cyclophosphamide.
Immediately following administration, mice were monitored for
signs of distress, then returned to their home cage and placed back
onto receiver boards. All mice received injections within a 20 min
window, and biopotentials were subsequently recorded over the
course of the following three days.

Approximately 72 h after the chemo or vehicle injections, mice
were again individually brought into the adjacent procedure room,
deeply anesthetized under isoflurane anesthesia, and rapidly
decapitated. Trunk blood was collected and the brain was removed
and placed on ice (and then at 4 �C) in RNA-Later (Qiagen) until
specific regions were dissected 1 week later. The entire hypothala-
mus and brainstem were dissected and placed in �80 �C until RNA
extraction.

2.5. Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR)

RNA was extracted from brain section homogenates in TriZol
reagent (Life Technologies, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA pellets were resuspended
in 30 lL sterile RNase-free water and quality and quantity were
determined using a spectrophotometer (NanoDrop, Thermo
Fischer Scientific Inc.). All RNA yields were above 200 ng/lL and
had 260/280 and 260/230 ratios between 1.8 and 2.3. cDNA was
synthesized using M-MLV reverse transcription and diluted 1:20
for subsequent PCR. Inventoried primer/probe pairs from Applied
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Biosystems (Life Technologies) for the cytokines interleukin-1 beta
(IL-1b; Assay ID: Mm00434228_m1), interleukin-6 (IL-6; Assay ID:
Mm00446190_m1), and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-a; Assay
ID: Mm00443260_g1) were used. Probes that span exons were
chosen to prevent amplification of residual genomic DNA. Taqman
Fast Advanced Master Mix (Life Technologies) containing AmpliTaq
Fast DNA Polymerase was used in a 20 lL duplex reaction with one
of the aforementioned cytokine primer/probes and a primer-lim-
ited probe for the endogenous control eukaryotic 18s rRNA. The
2-step real-time PCR cycling conditions used were as follows: a
holding stage of 95 �C for 20 s, 40 cycles of 95 �C for 3 s, and then
60 �C for 30 s. Relative gene expression was calculated using a rel-
ative standard curve, normalized to 18s rRNA signal. For visualiza-
tion, vehicle treated tissues were normalized to a value of 1, and
then the fold change from this value was calculated for chemo-
treated tissues.
2.6. Data analysis

Biopotential data were transferred into Neuroscore software
(DSI) and visually inspected for EEG and EMG signal strength. For
vigilance state scoring, 10s epochs were classified into one of three
vigilance states using the Rodent Sleep scoring module in Neuro-
score (as previously used in: Borniger et al., 2013; Mavanji et al.,
2010): Delta band: 0.5–4 Hz, Theta band: 6–9 Hz, Alpha band:
8–12 Hz, Sigma band: 12–16 Hz, Beta band: 16–24 Hz; (1) Wake:
characterized by low-voltage (PTheta) fast EEG, and sustained
medium- to high-voltage EMG signals; (2) Slow-wave (non-rapid
eye movement, NREM) sleep: characterized by spindling and
high-voltage (Delta) EEG, and low-voltage EMG; and (3) paradoxi-
cal (REM) sleep: low-voltage (Theta) fast EEG and low-voltage
EMG. Artifact thresholds were set to 0.2 mV for EEG and 1 mV for
EMG, and if >10% of the EEG or EMG signal exceeded the threshold;
the epoch was scored as artifact. For statistical and visual analysis
of sleep data, 10s epochs were averaged into 30 min bins repre-
sented by total number of minutes of each bin spent in each vigi-
lance state (REM, NREM, or Wake).

Mean data were initially scanned for outliers using the box-plot
method (Borniger et al., 2014; Williamson et al., 1989), which
entails comparing a variable between groups using a box plot rep-
resenting quartile ranges. Points that fall beyond the lower and
upper inner fences by one-and-a-half inter-quartile ranges were
deemed outliers. Sleep duration and bout means were analyzed
using repeated measures ANOVA with time (pre or post treatment)
as the within subjects factor and treatment (chemotherapy vs.
vehicle) as the between subject factor. If a significant F value was
detected (p < 0.05), then univariate ANOVAs were completed to
investigate time point specific differences in sleep parameters. To
examine differences between baseline values and subsequent
changes in time spent in each vigilance state, groups were split
by treatment and paired-samples t-tests were conducted. Statistics
were completed using SPSS Statistics version 21 (IBM, Armonk, NY)
and visualized using GraphPad Prism 5.0 (GraphPad Software, San
Diego, CA).
3. Results

3.1. Somatic measures

Three mice (2 chemo, 1 vehicle) were omitted from all analyses
because they displayed abnormal baseline EEG waveforms (>90%
of recording was scored as ‘wake’) or due to incomplete injection.
Body mass was significantly altered by treatment (F2, 22 = 23.236,
p < 0.001). Masses did not differ prior to transmitter implantation
(F1, 11 = 2.58, p > 0.05) or immediately prior to injection
(F1, 11 = 4.01, p > 0.05; Veh = 20.4 ± 0.66 g; Chemo = 21.2 ± 0.83 g).
However, three days after injection (i.e., at necropsy) chemother-
apy treated mice weighed significantly less than vehicle-treated
mice (F1, 11 = 12.658, p < 0.01; Veh = 22.13 ± 1 g, Chemo = 20.22 ±
0.92 g).

3.2. Chemotherapy increases NREM and REM sleep during the active
phase

To examine the acute effects of chemotherapy on sleep, we ini-
tially compared baseline sleep duration to the same variables on
the first dark phase post-injection (ZT 14–24). Chemotherapy
increased sleep and decreased wakefulness [wakefulness
(F1, 11 = 8.034; p < 0.05); NREM sleep (F1, 10 = 10.798, p < 0.01);
REM sleep (F1, 11 = 16.279, p < 0.01)] between the dark phase prior
and after injection. Baseline wake (F1, 11 = .01, p > 0.05), NREM
sleep (F1, 11 = .00, p > 0.05) and REM sleep (F1, 11 = .268, p > 0.05)
durations were not different among treatment groups. However,
on the first dark phase following injection (the normally active
phase), chemotherapy-treated mice significantly decreased wake-
fulness (F1, 11 = 5.365, p < 0.05), and increased the amount of time
spent in NREM (F1, 11 = 10.696, p < 0.01) and REM (F1, 11 = 9.228,
p < 0.05) sleep (Fig. 1A–C).

To investigate sleep disruptions during the active phase span-
ning longer than the dark phase immediately post-injection, the
percent change in time spent in each vigilance state over 3 days
was compared to an average baseline value (3 day baseline aver-
age). Baseline averages were similar between treatment and vehi-
cle groups for NREM sleep (F1, 11 = .736, p > 0.05), wakefulness
(F1, 11 = 1.809, p > 0.05), and REM sleep (F1, 11 = .029, p > 0.05). How-
ever, during each subsequent active phase following injection,
chemo treated mice increased time spent in NREM (F3, 33 = 2.752,
p = 0.05) and REM (F3, 33 = 5.971, p < 0.01) sleep, and decreased
time spent in the wake (F3, 33 = 4.813, p < 0.05) vigilance state
(Fig. 1D–F). Representative hypnograms of a vehicle and chemo-
therapy treated mouse pre- and post-injection are shown in Fig. 2.

Chemo treated mice increased the amount of time spent in
NREM sleep by �103% (±77%), �81% (±32%), and �69% (±36%) on
the first, second, and third active phase following injection, respec-
tively. The injection procedure itself seemed to transiently increase
time spent in NREM sleep as well: Vehicle treated mice increased
NREM sleep by �31% (±17) during the first dark phase following
injection. However, this increase in NREM sleep returned to base-
line values on the second (t(6) = 1.536, p > 0.05) and third
(t(6) = 0.974, p > 0.05) dark phase following injection. Chemo trea-
ted mice decreased the amount of time spent in the wake vigilance
state by�29% (±19%),�19% (±3%), and�16% (±7%) on the first, sec-
ond, and third dark phase following injection, respectively. By con-
trast, the injection procedure affected the amount of time spent in
the wake vigilance state during the first active phase following
injection as vehicle treated mice decreased the amount of time
spent in the wake vigilance state by �9% (±4%) at this time point
relative to baseline. On the second and third dark phase, vehicle
treated mice no longer differed in this value from baseline values
(second dark phase: t(6) = 1.121, p > 0.05; third dark phase:
t(6) = 0.595, p > 0.05). Chemo treated mice increased their time
spent in REM sleep by �169% (±25%), �74% (±60%), and �62%
(±48%) on each subsequent dark phase following injection. The
injection procedure itself increased REM sleep on the first dark
phase, as vehicle treated mice significantly increased time spent
in REM sleep in this timeframe compared to baseline values
(t(6) = 3.727, p = 0.01), but not during subsequent dark phases
(second dark phase: t(6) = 1.122, p > 0.05; third dark phase:
t(6) = 0.583, p > 0.05). Therefore, there seemed to be an additive
effect of the treatment + the injection procedure during the first
dark phase following injection that resolved in the following dark



Fig. 1. Cytotoxic chemotherapy increases active phase NREM and REM sleep. Minutes spent in (A) NREM sleep, (B) Wake, and (C) REM sleep during the active phase pre-
and post-injection. Percent change in time spent in each vigilance state compared to the 3 day average baseline value in (D) NREM sleep, (E) Wake, and (F) REM sleep time.
(n = 5–7/group; error bars represent SD; ⁄p < 0.05, ⁄⁄p < 0.01).

Fig. 2. Representative active phase (1800–0400) hypnograms and sleep marker pie-charts for a mouse receiving vehicle pre-(A) and post-(B) injection and a mouse receiving
chemo pre-(C) and post-(D) injection. Yellow = ‘wake’, Purple = ‘NREM sleep’, Red = ‘REM sleep’ (X = artifact, W and A = wake; P = REM sleep; S = NREM sleep). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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phases. For a comprehensive set of differences in sleep variables
between groups, see Table 1.

3.3. Chemotherapy-induced sleep is fragmented

To investigate whether the quality of chemotherapy-induced
sleep was compromised, we analyzed the number of bouts of each
vigilance state and the average duration of each of these bouts.
Chemotherapy increased all vigilance state bout numbers (wake:
F1, 11 = 9.104, p < 0.05; NREM: F1, 11 = 15.317, p < 0.01; REM
F1, 11 = 17.319, p < 0.01) between before and after treatment. Base-
line wake (F1, 11 = 0.320, p > 0.05), NREM (F1, 11 = 0.211, p > 0.05),
and REM sleep (F1, 11 = 0.043, p > 0.05) bout numbers were not dif-
ferent. However, during the first dark phase after treatment, wake
(F1, 11 = 18.042, p < 0.01), NREM (F1, 11 = 22.272, p < 0.01) and REM
sleep (F1, 11 = 17.066, p < 0.01) bout numbers were significantly
increased in mice that received chemotherapy (Fig. 3A–C). Fre-
quent transitions between vigilance states indicate fragmentation



Table 1
Sleep parameters (mean ± SD) during the 24 h pre- and post-injection.

Baseline Post-injection

Vehicle Chemo Vehicle Chemo

Time (% total)
24 h Wake 61.5 ± 7.0 64.4 ± 8.4 59.7 ± 8.4 57.1 ± 14.9

NREM 33.5 ± 7.6 30.7 ± 6.9 34.9 ± 8.4 37.1 ± 13.7
REM 5.0 ± 1.6 5.1 ± 1.2 5.4 ± 1.7 5.7 ± 1.2

Light Wake 47.8 ± 10.0 52.2 ± 11.0 51.4 ± 9.3 51.3 ± 11.9
NREM 44.9 ± 11.0 40.9 ± 9.3 42.3 ± 9.6 41.6 ± 11.2

REM 7.2 ± 1.9 6.8 ± 1.6 6.3 ± 1.6 7.1 ± 0.9
Dark Wake 78.3 ± 6.3 77.8 ± 6.2 72.7 ± 8.5 57.1 ± 17.6

NREM 19.0 ± 6.3 19.6 ± 5.4 23.5 ± 7.7 36.4 ± 15.8
REM 2.7 ± 1.1 2.7 ± 0.8 3.8 ± 2.1 6.6 ± 1.8*

Bout number
24 h Wake 169.1 ± 27.8 183.2 ± 23.1 191.0 ± 24.9 244.2 ± 51.9*

NREM 226.9 ± 32.4 249 ± 26.3 245.9 ± 39.2 332.8 ± 59.5*

REM 122.0 ± 30.3 139.8 ± 25.8 130.4 ± 32.0 156.2 ± 29.3
Light Wake 130.9 ± 25.5 133.2 ± 18.4 127.1 ± 23.5 145.2 ± 37.7

NREM 180.3 ± 34.3 188.2 ± 19.9 167.3 ± 31.8 205.2 ± 21.5*

REM 103.0 ± 28.2 110.2 ± 19.7 94.3 ± 21.2 111.2 ± 9.2
Dark Wake 46.0 ± 4.9 52.3 ± 10.4 59.1 ± 10.4 99.8 ± 25.2*

NREM 58.4 ± 8.5 65.3 ± 15.2 64.9 ± 26.3 136.8 ± 48.3*

REM 26.7 ± 8.1 31.0 ± 8.2 41.9 ± 20.0 82.0 ± 28.9*

Bout duration (S)
24 h Wake 309.0 ± 41.2 301.6 ± 68.9 269.1 ± 38.3 206.5 ± 79.4

NREM 129.8 ± 48.5 103.4 ± 20.3 126.2 ± 47.2 94.3 ± 33.0
REM 34.4 ± 6.0 30.7 ± 3.3 35.7 ± 6.8 31.4 ± 2.6

Light Wake 170.6 ± 35.7 181.1 ± 62.0 183.4 ± 24.2 174.3 ± 9.1
NREM 131.2 ± 51.0 108.6 ± 18.7 135.6 ± 58.2 120.9 ± 56.8

REM 35.7 ± 5.6 31.0 ± 4.5 33.9 ± 8.3 41.7 ± 25.9
Dark Wake 572.7 ± 144.3 532.1 ± 159.7 442.7 ± 84.5 205.5 ± 89.8*

NREM 116.8 ± 35.4 107.4 ± 19.5 110.6 ± 58.6 89.8 ± 36.0
REM 36.3 ± 9.8 30.5 ± 3.7 50.2 ± 34.7 32.5 ± 5.9

Vehicle = 7; Chemo = 6.
* p < 0.05 (two-tailed t-test).
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of normal sleep homeostasis. Vigilance state bout numbers were
significantly increased during the second (NREM: F1, 11 = 6.825,
p < 0.05; Wake F1, 11 = 5.212, p < 0.05; REM: F1, 11 = 3.551, p > 0.05)
and third dark phases (NREM: F1, 11 = 11.901, p < 0.01; Wake:
F1, 11 = 6.416, p < 0.05; REM: F1, 11 = 5.597, p < 0.05) after treatment,
indicating that the effects on sleep fragmentation persisted further
than the first active phase following injection.
Fig. 3. Chemotherapy-induced sleep is fragmented. Number of bouts of (A) NREM sleep, (
vigilance state bout duration (s) in (D) NREM sleep, (E) Wake, and (F) REM sleep during
⁄p < 0.05, ⁄⁄p < 0.01).
Average vigilance state bout duration was also influenced by
treatment, although to a reduced degree. Wake (F1, 11 = 5.571,
p < 0.05) bout duration was significantly reduced by chemotherapy
between baseline and post-injection values. NREM (F1, 11 = 3.413,
p > 0.05) and REM sleep (F1, 11 = 0.009, p > 0.05) were not apprecia-
bly affected between baseline and after treatment. At baseline,
wake bout duration did not differ between groups (F1, 11 = 0.170,
B) Wake, and (C) REM sleep during the active phase pre- and post-injection. Average
the active phase pre- and post-injection. (n = 6–7/group; error bars represent SD;
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p > 0.05). However, during the first dark phase following injection,
average wake bout duration decreased significantly in the chemo-
therapy-treated mice (F1, 11 = 33.69, p < 0.001) (Fig. 3E). The effect
on wake bout duration persisted for the entire 3 day monitoring
period following injection, and wake bout durations were signifi-
cantly shorter during the second (F1, 11 = 7.633, p < 0.05) and third
(F1, 11 = 7.828, p < 0.05) active phases following injection. These
results further indicate fragmentation of vigilance states after che-
motherapy treatment.

3.4. Chemotherapy treatment increases active phase sleep propensity

To investigate sleep propensity in chemotherapy treated mice,
the ratio of low (5–7 Hz) to high (7–10 Hz) theta activity (theta
ratio) was examined. Increasing EEG spectral power from high to
low theta frequency indicates a higher propensity towards sleep
(Harrington, 2012; Vyazovskiy and Tobler, 2005). During the 24 h
prior to injection, theta ratios between groups were similar
(F47, 517 = 1.037, p > 0.05). However during the 24 h following injec-
tion, chemotherapy significantly increased low to high theta ratios
(F47, 517 = 1.833, p < 0.01) (Fig. 4A–B). The difference between base-
line and post-injection values were analyzed according to group.
Chemotherapy treated mice displayed large increases in low theta
ratios relative to vehicle treated mice (F1, 11 = 8.981, p < 0.05)
(Fig. 4C). These data indicate that even when the mice were awake
(EEG frequency >�5 Hz), chemotherapy treated mice had a higher
propensity to enter sleep than vehicle treated mice.

Over the course of 24 h prior to injection relative delta power
did not differ between groups (F48, 528 = .941, p > 0.05). During the
subsequent 24 h, chemo treated mice displayed a large increase
in relative delta power density (F48, 528 = 1.746, p < 0.01). Because
mice normally display increased sleep during the light compared
to the dark phase, the relative delta power density (% of total spec-
tral power) phase difference was compared pre- and post-injec-
tion. Prior to treatment, both groups showed a similar tendency
for elevated delta power during the light phase (F1, 11 = 3.072;
p > 0.05). However, after treatment, chemo treated mice displayed
Fig. 4. Chemotherapy increases sleep propensity during the active (dark) phase and abo
ratios over time during a (A) baseline day and a (B) day post-injection. (C) The change in
(D) relative delta power density (light–dark) pre-and post-injection. (n = 6–7/group; err
completely abolished phase differences in delta power compared
to vehicle treated mice (F1, 11 = 91.126; p < 0.001) (Fig. 4D). These
data indicate that mice receiving chemotherapy did not signifi-
cantly differ in the amount of NREM sleep they completed during
the light compared to the dark phase, indicating poor sleep
organization.
3.5. Chemotherapy increases hypothalamic IL-6 expression

Because proinflammatory cytokines promote sleep, we exam-
ined specific cytokine expression in the brainstem and hypothala-
mus 3 days post-injection. Hypothalamic IL-1b (F1, 11 = 1.825,
p > 0.05) and TNF-a (F1, 11 = .564, p > 0.05) gene expression was
similar between groups. However, at this time point, mice treated
with chemotherapy displayed elevated hypothalamic IL-6 expres-
sion (fold change from vehicle treated mice: 1.49 ± 0.298;
F1, 11 = 7.267, p < 0.05) (Fig. 5A). Brainstem expression of IL-1b
(F1, 11 = 3.091, p > 0.05), TNF-a (F1, 11 = 0.144, p > 0.05), and IL-6
(F1, 11 = 0.079, p > 0.05) was similar between groups.

Consequently, we examined potential relationships between
dark phase sleep measures and central cytokine expression. Hypo-
thalamic IL-6 expression correlated with the degree of sleep frag-
mentation (but not duration) (Fig. 5B–D). IL-6 was positively
correlated with the number of NREM (R = .687, p < 0.01), REM
(R = .656, p < 0.05), and wake bouts (R = .693, p < 0.01). IL-6 nega-
tively correlated with wake bout duration (R = �.621, p < 0.05)
and REM bout duration (R = �.560, p < 0.05). No relationship
between IL-6 and NREM bout duration was evident. The other cyto-
kines examined displayed no such relationships to sleep fragmen-
tation or duration.
4. Discussion

Our data provide evidence that administration of a single dose
of cytotoxic chemotherapy (doxorubicin + cyclophosphamide)
acutely increases REM and NREM sleep (Figs. 1 and 2) and
lishes the normal light–dark delta difference. Low (5–7 Hz) to high (7–10 Hz) theta
average low/high theta ratio between baseline and post-injection active phases and
or bars represent SD; ⁄p < 0.05, ⁄⁄p < 0.01).



Fig. 5. Chemotherapy increases hypothalamic IL-6 gene expression, which is associated with degree of sleep fragmentation during the dark phase. (A) Hypothalamic (Hypo)
and brainstem (Brst) cytokine gene expression for IL-1b, TNF, and IL-6 (fold change from vehicle). Number of (B) Wake (C) NREM sleep, and (D) REM sleep bouts plotted
against hypothalamic IL-6 gene expression (red dots indicate mice that received chemotherapy treatment). (n = 6–7/group; error bars represent SD; ⁄p < 0.05). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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decreases wakefulness and arousal (Figs. 1, 2 and 4). These effects
were strongest during the normally active phase, potentially mim-
icking ‘daytime sleepiness’ in humans. The effect on sleep persisted
for the entire 3 day post-injection monitoring period (Fig. 1D–F).
Chemotherapy-induced sleep was of low quality, as evidenced by
significant increases in the number of short duration vigilance
state bouts after treatment (Fig. 3). Chemotherapy-treated mice
also displayed elevated hypothalamic IL-6 mRNA expression at
3 days post-injection, and expression of this cytokine correlated
with the degree of sleep fragmentation (Fig. 5).

Our data compliment and extend previous observations
describing a ‘fatigue’ phenotype in mice following intra-peritoneal
administration of cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, and 5-fluoro-
uracil (Weymann et al., 2014; Wood and Weymann, 2013; Smith
et al., 2014). Due to logistical reasons and ease of measurement,
most previous studies have administered chemotherapy into the
peritoneal cavity (IP) and focused on fatigue independent of sleep;
a potential confounding factor associated with this approach is that
IP administration of doxorubicin causes diaphragm weakness
(Gilliam et al., 2011), which in turn can exacerbate fatigue. How-
ever, a study by Ray and colleagues was unable to discern differ-
ences in sleep measures following treatment with the
chemotherapeutic paclitaxel in three strains of common laboratory
mice (Ray et al., 2011), including c57bl/6. Paclitaxel differs from
doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide in its mechanism of action.
However, all three drugs acutely induce an immunogenic response
involving peripheral inflammatory cytokine production (Sauter
et al., 2011; Bracci et al., 2007; Sistigu et al., 2011; Krysko et al.,
2011; Chan and Yang, 2000). Ray et al. (2011) also were unable
to detect changes in peripheral markers of inflammation following
a 5-day cycle of paclitaxel treatment. Notably, fatigue was present
without any readily identifiable changes in sleep, suggesting that
(at least in the case of paclitaxel) separate molecular mechanisms
may contribute to sleep disruption and fatigue following chemo-
therapy (i.e., fatigue and sleep disruption are not always coupled).

As described above, chemotherapy treatment with doxorubicin
and cyclophosphamide resulted in a subsequent enhancement of
NREM and REM sleep (Figs. 1 and 2), both of which were associated
with increased IL-6 mRNA expression. Although there is a well-
established literature supporting the role of proinflammatory cyto-
kines in infection-induced alterations in sleep (Krueger et al., 1986;
Opp, 2005), an association between chemotherapy-induced cyto-
kine expression and altered sleep measures has not been demon-
strated previously. Examination of the relationship between
chemotherapy-induced cytokine expression and fatigue may pro-
vide further insight into the mechanism underlying sleep disrup-
tion. Indeed, suppression of the hypothalamic orexin arousal
system appears to be one of the downstream mechanisms through
which chemotherapy-induced central inflammation increases fati-
gue (Weymann et al., 2014; Grossberg et al., 2011). Chemotherapy
treated mice display reduced orexin neuron activity that correlates
with fatigue; furthermore, chemotherapy-induced fatigue can be
attenuated via exogenous orexin-a administration (Weymann
et al., 2014). Orexin neurons are vital in the maintenance of
wakefulness and arousal via downstream excitation of wake-active
neuronal populations (i.e., monoaminergic neurons in the tubero-
mammillary nucleus, locus coeruleus, dorsal raphe, and cholinergic
neurons in the basal forebrain; Sakurai, 2007; Willie et al., 2001;
Saper et al., 2005). Activation of orexin neurons also reduces
REM sleep via excitatory innervation of neurons in the laterodorsal
tegmental/pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus (LDT/PPT)
(Takahashi et al., 2002; Takakusaki et al., 2005; Shouse and
Siegel, 1992). Therefore, inflammation-induced suppression of
orexin neuron activity could potentially result in reduced wakeful-
ness and elevated NREM and REM sleep following chemotherapy.
Further studies are needed to explore the relationships between
chemotherapy-induced orexin neuron suppression and sleep-
induction and the fragmentation of vigilance states.

At 3 days post-injection, chemo-treated mice displayed
elevated IL-6 expression in the hypothalamus (Fig. 5). Elevated
proinflammatory cytokines have been extensively implicated in
cancer-chemotherapy related side effects (Myers, 2008; Myers
et al., 2008; Wood et al., 2006; Cleeland et al., 2003; and reviewed
in Saligan and Kim, 2012). For example, in breast cancer patients,
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serum cytokine levels are higher in fatigued compared to non-fati-
gued patients up to 5 years after diagnosis (Bower et al., 2002), and
increasing levels of subjective fatigue with subsequent doses of
chemotherapy correlate with serum inflammatory markers
siCAM-1 and VEGF (Mills et al., 2005).

Previous research has demonstrated acute induction of IL-1b,
TNF, and IL-6 in the hypothalamus and brainstem following injec-
tion of a similar chemotherapy ‘cocktail’ of cyclophosphamide,
doxorubicin, and 5-fluorouracil (Weymann et al., 2014). In this
study, central cytokine expression was not examined further than
48 h following treatment. Recent evidence has emerged for a
potential biphasic induction of central cytokine transcription fol-
lowing chemotherapy (Smith et al., 2014). The question of how this
allostatic response to chemotherapy may affect sleep merits fur-
ther research. However, the existing literature suggests that it is
likely that central IL-6 signaling played a role in the sleep pheno-
type we observed (Fig. 5B–D). Indeed, central administration of
exogenous IL-6 increases vigilance state transitions during sleep
in rats (i.e., fragmentation; Hogan et al., 2003), and endogenous
levels of circulating IL-6 correlate with the degree of sleep frag-
mentation in healthy (asymptomatic) people and those receiving
chemotherapy (Hong et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2012). A potential rea-
son that we did not observe appreciable changes in IL-1b or TNF is
that we used an intravenous route of administration, whereas
Weymann et al. (2014) administered the drugs intra-peritoneally.
Route of systemic administration can significantly influence
central cytokine production in response to peripheral immune
challenge (Bluthe et al., 1996). Further studies are required to
examine the time course of central cytokine induction and its rela-
tionship to sleep disturbance following chemotherapy.
5. Limitations and future directions

This study represents the first step in establishing that doxoru-
bicin and cyclophosphamide chemotherapy alters sleep, and in
identifying a possible physiological mechanism. However, several
intriguing questions remain regarding the interactions of chemo-
therapy and other life-history-, cancer-, and treatment-related fac-
tors in modulating sleep. For example, the current study was
limited to ovariectomized female mice; however, doxorubicin
and cyclophosphamide also may be used to treat breast cancer in
premenopausal women or other types of cancer in women and
men. Additional studies will need to be designed specifically to
parse the potential roles of both sex and gonadal hormones in
modulating the effects of chemotherapy on sleep. Gonadal hor-
mones, such as estradiol, do influence sleep (Schwartz and Mong,
2011; Paul et al., 2006), although their interactions with chemo-
therapy remain largely unexplored. Furthermore, among pre-men-
opausal women, chemotherapy treatment often induces ovarian
failure (Poniatowski et al., 2001; Molina et al., 2005); the use of
ovariectomized mice allowed us to avoid the potential confound-
ing factor of chemotherapy-induced acute ovarian failure on sleep,
and to establish that chemotherapy is capable of altering sleep
independently of its effects on ovarian hormones. However, deter-
mining how concomitant ovarian failure may exacerbate chemo-
therapy-induced sleep changes is an important topic for future
research given that pre- and peri-menopausal breast cancer
patients appear to be more susceptible to treatment-related alter-
ations in sleep than post-menopausal patients (Carpenter et al.,
1998; Berger et al., 2009).

The current study provides evidence for chemotherapy-induced
disruption of sleep among otherwise healthy mice; however, the
combination of doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide would only
be used clinically in cancer patients. Subsequent comparison of
the effects of chemotherapy versus vehicle on sleep measures in
mice that are tumor-naïve, tumor-bearing, versus tumor-resected
will be critical for answering the important questions of whether
a tumor may independently alter sleep, whether tumor removal
normalizes sleep, and whether a prior or existing tumor sensitizes
an individual to chemotherapy effects on sleep. The breast cancer
clinical literature suggests that baseline sleep may be altered in
cancer patients prior to chemotherapy (e.g., Ancoli-Israel et al.,
2006; Beck et al., 2010; Savard et al., 2001), and chemotherapy sig-
nificantly contributes to further sleep disruption (Beck et al., 2010;
Savard et al., 2009; Kuo et al., 2006). Thus, there is convincing evi-
dence that chemotherapy alters sleep in breast cancer patients, but
additional studies are needed to determine if a tumor exacerbates
this response and to identify likely mechanisms. Indeed, one
potential mechanism would be tumor elicited priming of the neur-
oinflammatory response to chemotherapy. In support of this
hypothesis, a recent study demonstrates that neuroinflammatory
responses to LPS are potentiated in tumor-bearing rats (Pyter
et al., 2014). Aging also could amplify the effects of chemotherapy
on sleep via a neuroinflammatory priming mechanism; the cyto-
kine response to LPS in mice is exacerbated in aged mice relative
to young adults (Huang et al., 2008). Whether a tumor and
advanced age would likewise sensitize the neuroinflammatory
response to chemotherapy remains to be determined. In sum, there
are several individual characteristics that may have the propensity
to modify the neuroinflammatory and behavioral responses to che-
motherapy; these factors merit additional research.

The current study provides a ‘snapshot’ of the transcriptional
activity in the hypothalamus and brainstem at a single time point
(3 days after injection). In the future, acute (within 24 h) measures
of cytokine activity, in addition to protein measures, would clarify
the time course of central cytokine induction following chemother-
apy. It is also worth noting that sleep fragmentation itself can lead to
central inflammation (Ranjbaran et al., 2007). This makes designat-
ing cause and effect in the present study difficult. Future studies of
sleep in cytokine-receptor deficient mice (or those with attenuated
immune function) will likely prove valuable in elucidating the influ-
ence of chemotherapy on central inflammation in relation to sleep.

Lastly, in the current study, the mice were injected with chemo-
therapy or the vehicle during the inactive (light) phase. This time
point was chosen to prevent dark-phase light exposure during
the injection procedure, which in turn could lead to circadian dis-
ruption and sleep induction (Lupi et al., 2008) during a dark phase.
Although this approach eliminated exposure to light during the
dark phase, a light phase injection may have induced a ‘sleep
rebound’ due to extended wakefulness experienced immediately
following injection. Indeed, chemotherapy- treated mice spent
more time awake during the 4 h of the light phase immediately fol-
lowing injection compared to vehicle treated mice (F1, 11 = 9.164;
p < 0.05). This effect did not persist on subsequent days (same
4 h window analyzed). Therefore, ‘rebound’ effects may contribute
to, but do not fully explain the phenotype observed across the
three days following chemotherapy treatment. Future studies also
will include food and water consumption as covariates in the anal-
yses, as hypophagia and hypodipsia following treatment could
independently alter sleep parameters.
6. Conclusions

Together, the data from the current study provide a better
understanding of how chemotherapy acutely alters vigilance states
to promote fragmented sleep, increases active phase sleep propen-
sity, and induces hypothalamic inflammation. Furthermore, mea-
sures of sleep fragmentation were correlated with hypothalamic
IL-6 expression. This research provides a description of the sleep
phenotype elicited by a single administration of cyclophosphamide
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and doxorubicin and suggests a mechanism through which chemo-
therapy-induced neuroinflammation may contribute to sleep
disturbance.
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